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Take a deep breath, and think back to the middle school prom and try to remember what they were like. Anyone who's been pre-teen probably remembers the awkward slow dancing, new tank tops from the mall, and yelling for every word of the pop-radio hits. Songs from the late 1990s and early 2000s may seem like a distant memory now, but back then,
many of them were iconic. Looking back on the period, there are certainly some song lyrics that you've completely forgotten have existed until now. Occasionally one of these songs will be played, either in a clothing store or on the radio or on an ironic party playlist, and those words will take you back to the middle school auditorium. Several genres flourished
in the late 1990s and early 1990s, and both decades were a period of growth in alt-rock, rap and hip-hop and pop music. While some of the more popular songs didn't exactly invent genres or experiment in new ways, they were certainly fun. Whether it was Anna Nalik's soft saliva or one of Enrique Inglesias's stapler ingredients, you may have forgotten some
of those angsts. There's no time like the present to re-listen and remember those words that, for good name or not, shaped your years of propulsion. 1 Too Little, Too Late — JoJoLong Before Taylor Swift announced that she would never return to Aek, JoJo wrote farewell hits MOFS. Every seventh-grader definitely listened to it after a middle school breakup,
which everyone knows means no more sitting together in a cafeteria or on group dates for a movie theater. Things were tough back then. Memorable lyrics: I'm going to say it now / Your opportunity came and went away / And you know / It's just too little, too late / A little too long / And I can't wait 2 just the girl — click FiveAtlantic Records on YouTube if you
forgot, the hero's love interest in this song runs on 100 Power Access Proof. So, she's still ambitious after all these years. Memorable lyrics: Because she's bittersweet / She knocks me off my feet / And I can't help myself / I don't want anyone else closing time — Semisonic If this wonder hit doesn't ring the bell right away, it'll come back to you as soon as the
piano notes play. It's everywhere, from movie opening credits to the background of your favorite TV show of 2000, and even now it's hard to escape. Memorable words: closing time / Turn on the lights above every child and every girl / Closing time / Last call for alcohol so finish your whiskey or beer / Closing time / You don't have to go home but you can't stay
here / I know who I want to take me home. 4 Big Girls Don't Cry — FergieThis song, which was one of Fergie's first songs after Black Eyed Peas, was a staple of slow dance. Also, can we talk about what absolute nostalgia this video fest is? Hendis product location! Milo Ventimiglia's fake tattoos! What a time it was in 2006. Memorable words: And I will miss
you as a child misses their blanket/ But I must get stepped on with my life/It Be a big girl now / And big girls didn't cry 5I must feel — Black Eyed PeasBlackEyedPeasVEVO On YouTube Speaking of Fergie, who could forget this super smash hit of the Black Eyed Peas? In 2009 it was the number one song that attracted you to a night out, and if you don't get
tired of it by the end of that year, now is the time to bring it back. Memorable lyrics: feeling, whoo, that tonight is going to be a good night / That tonight is going to be a good night / That tonight is going to be a good night, well6 it's going to be me — NSYNCDepending on some great boy band of 2000 was your favorite, maybe there was a time in your childhood
where you knew every word for every NSYNC song. While Bye Bye Bye is perhaps the group's best-known song, for real fans, this song was just as important. Memorable lyrics: Honey, when you finally get to love someone / Guess what / It's going to have a hand in my pocket — Alanis Morissette Alanis Morissette on YouTubeIt It's a shame that most Alanis
songs have now dropped background music; It's time to bust these for belt purposes. It's hard to pick the singer's best song throughout the proper song, but it's definitely up there. Memorable lyrics: *Clearing throat* I have one hand in my pocket, the other gives PG-3-VVVVEE8 for breath (2:00) — Anna Nalik to admit it - this song still makes you emotional in
2017. Nalik's successful ballad stuck around for a reason, combining some sad stories and bringing them to a heartfelt chorus. It's the sad, perfect pop song. Memorable words: because you can't jump on the track, we're like cars on a cable/ And life like an hourglass, glued to a table / No one can find the rewind button, girl / Then cradle your head with your
hands and breathe... Just breathe/oh breathe, just breathe 9g — Enrique Inglesias EnriqueIglesiasVEVO on YouTubeThird song was played at every dance and other school event I went to in middle school and high school. So many awkward slow dances were handed out to this song, I don't know if I'll ever forget the lyrics, but maybe you did. Memorable
words: I can be your hero baby / Can I kiss the pain / I'll stand by you forever Do you think Augustena ever found where they're going? The chorus of this song has traveled all over the continental United States, and even after all this time, it's hard to forget this trip. Memorable lyrics: I think I'll go to Boston / I think I was tired / I think I need a new city / To leave
it all behind 11 irreplaceable — BeyoncéWhile we all bow to Queen B for her last two albums, which by all the metrics masterpieces, you may have forgotten about this radio hit from the early aughts. Beyoncé had so many chart hits, but that song was everywhere in the year it came out. Memorable words: All you have in the box on the left / In the closet is my
stuff, yes / If I bought it please don't touch 12Y's got sparse — Hollywood's Plain White T on YouTubeThe White T had a real moment with that song, and it would go on to be their only classic. Despite the wonder status of the bands, this acoustic ballad has been such a success that it may be far from completely forgotten. Memorable lyrics: Hey there's a
sparse / How's it in New York?/ I'm a thousand miles away / But girl, tonight you look so beautiful13th american boy — this Estelle Ft. Kanye West song had so many memorable collabs hard to believe it might have gotten lost over the decade. John Legend has a stand-up appearance in the video, and a very young Kanye West appears to drop a verse. This
optimistic jam was so much fun, and it's definitely worth listening to again. Memorable lyrics: Take me for a walk, I want to go one day / Take me to New York, I'd love to see L.A. / I really want to come kick it off with you / You'll be my American kid These songs were absolute classics. Searching for a song can be a frustrating experience. There are countless
sites available that contain lyrics to many popular songs. However, the sites vary considerably on how easy it is to use them, the integrity of their database of songs, and their focus on current or classical songs. Over 20 popular song sites have been allowed to test, and these are the 9 I recommend as sites to consider when trying to find the lyrics to a favorite
song. Jim Bastardo/The Image Bank/Getty Images Pros: Current artists and songs on the site's most popular lists Excellent coverage of current hits and good coverage of classic songs A very clean display page of the lyrics to the chosen song Cons: Using Google to search can be a bit confusing in the first perfect search results sometimes require 2 steps to
reach rating lyrics (out of 100): 82 Pros: The Cover The best of current hits by any of the star ratings word sites for lyrics and information about the number of times search is interesting results can be arranged by an album or single song name Cons: Coverage of classic songs is only fair search by artist is a cumbersome multi-step application php power site
tends to rate occasional errors (out of 100) 77 Advantages: Clean , very easy, and a quick search system and strong coverage of current hits and snippets of lyrics in search results helps identify the song before clicking to go to the song's page cons: very poor performance looking for classic songs rating (out of 100): 74 Pros: Outstanding performance looking
for classic songs Design Interface Clean Cons: Only fair performance looking for current hits slow search engine rating (out of 100): 67 Pros: Very clean, Easy to use strong interface peformance looking for current hits And popularity charts Listing current hits Cons: Very poor performance Search classic songs rating (out of 100): 66 advantages: Widespread
popularity and acceptable performance lists Search both current and classic songs Cons: Top loaded of page requires scrolling to see lyrics sometimes requires process 2 steps from search results to get to lyrics with the necessary link To find a rating page (out of 100): 58 Pros: Very quick search clean design related lyrics attached to song page cons: Fair
performance Search both current and classic songs Lyrics pop up in a new window in your browser Ranking (out of 100): 55 Advantages: Strong performance looking for current hits A good list of recently added albums on the first page Cons Ugly page design in search user database limited to search by artist rating (out of 100) : 52 Pros: Clean Design and
Easy Search Cons: Only Fair Performance Looking for Current Hits and Poor Performance Looking for Classic Songs Rating (out of 100): 47 47
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